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A HIGH QUALITY MACHINE AT A VERY AFFO
MAKES IT A GREAT INVESTMENT!!!

- This machine allows one person to inspect, re-roll, measure, cut and wrap all your
orders with speed, accuracy and cleanliness!

ll:::1t::_l :1"- 
o1 llecbronic Programmabll c;ynter and 12" Counting wheel

ensures accuracy on both carpet and vinyl goodsl

- The Automatic Cutting Bar provides a clean and precise cut at the turn of a switch!

. Our Modern,Renerse Roll,Feature allows,yOu to easi\i backroll carpet with the "Pile "

side out!

- Portability is ensured as the Pop-Down Caster Wheels make it edsy to maneuver the
rnachine with little effort!

yl PRODUCTIVE };H::T:ll 
efficiency is greatly improved as the reduced warehouse aggravation

Ieads to happier and more productive employees!

y}' DURABLE - Low Maintenance, Ease of Serviceability, -i Souna Construction will let you enioy the
' benefits of this machine for many years to come!

* AFFORDABLE - \'ery affordable Lease and Finance Plans are available for all types of operations!

PRICE

* ONE PERSON

* ACCURATE

I PRECISE

*'.nnc*oott,,,
d? PORTABLE. .



The machine arrives fully
assembled with the
exception of the support
stands and caster wheels.

The advanced cradle
system is equipped to
handle both carpet and
vinyl flooring.

The operator ensures a

clean and precise cut by
activating the automatic
cutting bar.

With operating cables
around the enfire
machine, wrapping both
the cut and balance rolls
is done very easily.

The electronic counter
provides accurate
inventory counts and
gives you the abiJity to
detect shortages.

The spring-loaded
receiving cradle allows for
an easy and tight roll up
of all flooring.

Reverse Rolling the
carpet "pile" side out is a
fast and tidy job.

The use of a core provides
a secure roll up while the
operator watches and
inspects the flooring.

MAY WE ADD YOU TO OUR LIST OF SATISFIED CLIENTELE ?

"It is the best investment we have made in vears! t highlv suggest that any
retailer concerned with improving his warehouse efficiency and his
checking account balance, look into the MK-JR!" Bayonne, Nerv Jersey

"[n my relative small operation, the MK-JR allows me to spend more time
yi T..-y.."rto.T:t: and gives *" 

3 _gojq 
attitude.! r.rh:p.p:9 every machine

in Atlanta and highly recommend E-Z Cut and their folks!"
Cincinnati, Ohio

"Since you can-doit all v-ourself, ev9-ry dealer should acquire one before
hiring extra help. For only a few dollars a day, my MK-JR is a true asset to

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Source; 110V ,60H2, 15AMl

(U.K./ Euro: 220V, 50H2. I5AMt)
Dimensions: Width 6 Ft.

Length 15 Ft.
Height 3.5 Ft.

Weight:1,250 LBS
Load Capacity: 2,000 LBS
Max. Roll Size 12" Diameter
Recommended Use: Small to Mid-size

Retailer or Wholesaler
Approx. Cuts per Day:5 - 35
Warrantyr One (1) Year Parts and Labor
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my business!" Kenora, Ontario


